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No-hassle temporary shelving unit ideal for retail presentation

PalletTop™ Display is the fast, inexpensive solution for easy-setup and easy-takedown shelving
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PalletTop Display is ideal for one-way shipping and retail applications. This easy-setup/easy-takedown unit can get products quickly 
from manufacturing to retail floor; just pull off the stretch wrap and the product is ready for retail presentation. 

Contact your local Laminations representative to find a unit for your specific application.

The PalletTop Display combines the lightweight, yet sturdy support of PF PalletTop® with the vertical stacking strength of VBoard® to 
create an easy-to-assemble temporary shelving unit that flows seamlessly from manufacturing to shipping, and finally, to the retail 
floor in four simple steps:

 Patented PF PalletTops 
are the center of this unique 
product combination. 
Laminated paperboard pallet 
tops easily unfold to form a 
sturdy square or rectangle 
shape to fit any custom or 
retail application. The PF 
PalletTop adheres to the 
pallet, forming the base and 
top of the unit, as well as the 
inner shelving support.

1  VBoard 
is used on each 
outside corner to 
create a support 
system. Wood, 
plastic or corrugate 
material (depending 
on product weight 
restrictions) is used 
for the inner shelving.
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 The entire unit’s easy 
accessibility allows filling 
from all four sides, and is 
then stretch-wrapped for 
one-way shipping to its final 
destination, where it’s ready 
for immediate presentation.
Both standard and custom 
print options are available for 
this product.

3  When finished, the product disassembles 
quickly, and is 100% recyclable. 
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